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1

Introdu tion

Written musi al notation des ribes musi

in a symboli

form that is suitable

for performing a pie e using the available musi al instruments. Traditionally,
musi al notation indi ates the pit h, target instrument, timing, and duration of
ea h sound to be played. The aim of musi

trans ription either by humans or a

ma hine is to infer these musi al parameters given only the a ousti
of a performan e. In terms of data representations, this

polyphoni

forming an audio signal into a MIDI
musi

Automati

re ording

an be seen as trans-

1 le. Signals of parti ular interest here are

signals where several sounds are playing simultaneously.

re overy of the musi al notation of an audio signal allows mod-

ifying, rearranging, and pro essing musi

at a high abstra tion level and then

resynthesizing it again. Stru tured audio

oding is another important appli a-

tion: For example, a MIDI-like representation is extremely
the

hara teristi s of a pie e of musi

of musi

trans ription

improvised and ethni
a

ompa t yet retains

to an important degree.

Other uses

omprise information retrieval, musi ologi al analysis of
musi , and intera tive musi

systems whi h generate an

ompaniment to the singing or playing of a soloist.
Attempts to automati ally trans ribe polyphoni

musi

have been reported

over a time-s ale of about thirty years, starting from the work of Moorer in
1970s [50℄.
State-of-the-art trans ription systems are still
ians in a

ura y and exibility, but

learly behind human musi-

onsiderable progress has been made during

the last ten years and it is the purpose of this hapter to survey sele ted literature
representing these advan es. The main emphasis will be on signal pro essing
methods for resolving mixtures of pit hed musi al instrument sounds.

Meth-

ods wil be dis ussed for both estimating the fundamental frequen ies (F0s) of
on urrent sounds and for separating
Other subtopi s of musi

omponent sounds from a mixture signal.

trans ription, in parti ular beat tra king, per ussion

∗ The authors are with Institute of Signal Pro essing, Tampere University of Te hnology, Korkeakoulunkatu 1, 33720 Tampere, Finland. E-mail: Anssi.Klapuritut., Tuomas.Virtanentut.
1 Musi al instrument digital interfa e (MIDI) is a standard for ex hanging performan e
data and parameters between ele troni musi al devi es.
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sound in the time and frequen y domains. The example

represents a violin sound with fundamental frequen y 196 Hz and fundamental
period 5.1 ms.

trans ription, musi al instrument

lassi ation, and musi

will not be dis ussed here but an overview
This

stru ture analysis,

an be found in [37℄.

hapter is organized as follows. Se tion 2 will introdu e musi al sounds

and the basi

prin iples of F0 estimation.

Se tion 3 will dis uss multiple-F0

estimators that follow prin iples of human hearing and pit h per eption. Se tion 4 will des ribe sound separation methods that are based on the sinusoidal
representation of musi
parametri

signals. Se tion 5 will dis uss statisti al inferen es from

signal models. Se tion 6 des ribes unsupervised learning methods

whi h make no assumptions about the nature of the sound sour es and are
thus suitable for per ussion trans ription, too. Con luding remarks are made
in Se tion 7.

2

Musi al sounds and F0 estimation

harmoni

In the majority of Western musi , melody and harmony are
sounds. These are sounds that are nearly periodi

and show a regular spa ing between the signi ant spe tral
frequen y domain (Fig. 1). An ideal harmoni
ponents at integer multiples of its F0. In the

sound

ommuni ated by

in the time domain
omponents in the

onsists of frequen y

om-

ase of plu ked and stru k string

instruments, however, the partial frequen ies are not in exa t integral ratios
p
1 + β(j 2 − 1), where F is the fundamental frebut obey the formula fj = jF

quen y,

j

is the partial index, and

β

is an inharmoni ity fa tor, due to the

stiness of real strings [20℄. Despite this imperfe tion, the general stru ture of
the spe trum is similar to that in Fig. 1.
Some of the methods dis ussed later in this

hapter assume harmoni

as input. This limitation is not very severe in Western musi

sounds

where harmoni

sounds are produ ed by most instrument families, namely by bowed and plu ked
string instruments, brass and reed instruments, utes, pipe organs, and the
human voi e.

Outside this

ategory are mallet per ussion instruments (e.g.,

vibraphone, xylophone, and marimba) whose waveforms are nearly periodi

but

whose spe tra are denitely inharmoni .
A large number of dierent methods are available for monophoni
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al ulated within a 46 ms time frame for the

violin waveform of Fig. 1.

mation. For spee h signals,

omparative evaluations of these

an be found in

[56, 26, 13℄. Here, only the main ideas of dierent algorithms are introdu ed so
as to provide a ba kground for the analysis of polyphoni

musi

signals des ribed

in detail in subsequent se tions.
Algorithms that measure the periodi ity of a time-domain signal have been
among the most frequently used F0 estimators (see [64, 14℄). As noted in [13℄,
quite a

urate F0 estimation

an be a hieved simply by an appropriate nor-

malization of the auto orrelation fun tion (ACF)
omputed as the inverse of the lag
within a predened lag range.

τ

that

r(τ ).

Then, the F0

an be

r(τ )
K -length

orresponds to the maximum of

The ACF of a signal

x(n)

within a

analysis frame is given by

1
r(τ ) =
K

K−1−τ
X

x(k)x(k + τ ).

(1)

k=0

Figure 2 illustrates the ACF for the violin waveform shown in Fig. 1.
An indire t way of measuring time-domain periodi ity is to mat h a harmoni

pattern to the signal in the frequen y domain. A

theorem, a periodi
sinusoidal

τ
j/τ ,

signal with period

omponents at frequen ies

ording to the Fourier

an be represented with a series of
where

j

is a positive integer. As an

example, Doval and Rodet [16℄ performed maximum-likelihood spe tral pattern
mat hing to nd the F0 whi h best explained the observed frequen y partials.
Other strategies for spe tral pattern mat hing have been proposed by Brown [6℄
and Maher and Beau hamp [43℄. The time-domain ACF
related to these methods sin e, a

al ulation is

losely

ording to the Wiener-Khint hine theorem

[25, p.334℄, the ACF of a signal x(n) is the inverse Fourier transform (IDFT) of
|X(k)|2 . Writing out the IDFT we get

its power spe trum

¶
µ
K−1
2πτ k
1 X
|X(k)|2 ,
cos
r(τ ) =
K
K

(2)

k=0

where

K

is the size of the analysis frame. It is easy to see that Eq. (2) empha-

sizes frequen y

k = K/τ )

omponents at harmoni

be ause

r(τ )

spe tral lo ations (integer multiples of

is maximized when the

frequen ies of the harmoni s (see Fig. 4).

3

osine maxima line up with the

Another

lass of F0 estimators measures the periodi ity of the Fourier spe -

trum of a sound [40℄. These methods are based on the observation that harmoni
sounds have a quasi-periodi

magnitude spe trum, the period of whi h is the F0.

In its simplest form, the auto orrelation fun tion
spe trum is

r̃(m) of a K -length magnitude

al ulated as

r̃(m) =

2
K

K/2−m−1

X

|X(k)||X(k + m)|.

(3)

k=0

The above formula bases F0

al ulations on a fundamentally dierent type

of information than the time-domain ACF: Here, any two frequen y
with a

ertain spe tral interval support the

omponents

orresponding F0. An interesting

dieren e between this method and the time-domain ACF is that measuring the
periodi ity of the time-domain signal is prone to F0 halving sin e the signal is
periodi at twi e the fundamental period too, whereas the methods that measure
the periodi ity of the magnitude spe trum are prone to F0 doubling sin e the
spe trum is periodi

at twi e the F0 rate, too. There are ways to

ombine these

omplementary approa hes to improve the overall result, as will be dis ussed in
the next se tion.

3

Auditory model based multiple-F0 analysis

The human auditory system is very e ient at analyzing sound mixtures. It is
therefore reasonable to learn from its fun tion as mu h as possible, espe ially
sin e the peripheral parts of hearing are relatively well known, and pre ise auditory models exist whi h are able to approximate the signal in the auditory
nerve [49℄.

This enables the

that used by the

3.1

omputation of a data representation similar to

entral auditory system.

Model of the auditory periphery

Computational models of the peripheral auditory system
parts whi h

hannels

1) An a ousti
(aka

omprise two main

an be summarized as follows:
input signal is passed through a bank of bandpass lters
) whi h represents the frequen y sele tivity of the inner ear.

Typi ally, about 100 lters are used with
distributed on a

enter frequen ies

fc

uniformly

riti al-band s ale,

fc = 229(10ξ/21.4 − 1),
where

ξ

is the

riti al band number. Usually

with the bandwidths

hair ells

bc

of the lters obeying

gammatone

(4)
lters are used,

bc = 0.108fc + 24.7Hz.

2) The signal at ea h band is pro essed to simulate the transform
isti s of

hara ter-

that produ e neural impulses to the auditory nerve [27℄.

In signal pro essing terms, this involves
tion, and lowpass ltering.
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ompression, half-wave re ti a-
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Figure 3: Upper panels show a signal

1

0
0

onsisting of the overtone partials 1115

of a sound with F0 230 Hz in the time and the frequen y domains. Lower panels
illustrate the signal after half-wave re ti ation.

These seemingly very simple steps a

ount for some important properties in

pit h per eption. In parti ular, the half-wave re ti ation operation in subbands
allows a synthesis of the time-domain and frequen y-domain periodi ity analysis
me hanisms dis ussed in Se t. 2. The half-wave re ti ation (HWR) is dened
as

HWR(x) = max(x, 0) =
Fig.

1
(|x| + x).
2

(5)

3 illustrates the HWR operation for a subband signal whi h

of ve overtones of a harmoni
tion generates spe tral

omponents that

between the input partials. The

orrespond to the frequen y intervals

omponents below 1 kHz in the gure repre-

sent the amplitude envelope of the input signal.
more than one frequen y

onsists

sound. What is important is that the re ti a-

Any signal that

omponent exhibits periodi

onsists of

u tuations, beating, in

its time-domain amplitude envelope. That is, the partials alternatingly amplify
and

an el out ea h other, depending on their phase. The rate of the beating

aused by ea h pair of two frequen y
dieren e and, for a harmoni

omponents depends on their frequen y

sound, the frequen y interval

orresponding to

the F0 dominates.
After the re ti ation, periodi ity analysis of the subband signals using,
for instan e, the ACF, would make use of both time and frequen y domain
periodi ity by mat hing a harmoni

pattern to both the input partials and the

beating partials, whi h leads to more reliable F0 analysis [39℄. Balan e between
the two types of information

an be determined by applying a lowpass lter

whi h partly suppresses the original passband at higher subbands but leaves
the spe trum of the amplitude envelope inta t.

5

3.2

Pit h per eption models

The above-des ribed two steps produ e a simulation of the signal that travels in
the dierent bers ( hannels) of the auditory nerve. Pit h per eption models
try to explain how this signal is further pro essed to derive a stationary per ept
of pit h. The pro essing me hanisms in the brain are not a

urately known, but

the prevailing view is that periodi ity analysis of some form takes pla e for the
signals within ea h auditory

hannel and the results are then

ombined a ross

hannels [11℄. Meddis and Hewitt [48℄ implemented these two steps as follows:
3) ACF estimates

rc (τ )

are

omputed within

4) The ACFs are summed a ross

hannels.

hannels to obtain a summary auto orrela-

P

c rc (τ ). The maximum of
lag range is used to predi t the per eived pit h.

tion fun tion

s(τ ) =

s(τ ) within a pre-dened

Together with the above-mentioned peripheral pro essing stages, this be ame
known as the unitary model of pit h per eption, and the authors showed that
it

an reprodu e many important phenomena in pit h per eption, su h as miss-

ing fundamental, repetition pit h, and pit h shift of equally spa ed inharmoni
omponents [48℄.
Some musi

trans ription systems have applied an auditory model to

om-

pute an intermediate data representation that is then used by a higher-level
inferen e pro edure. Martin [46℄ proposed a system for trans ribing piano performan es of four-voi e Ba h

horales. His system used the log-lag

orrelogram

model of Ellis [17℄ (similar to the unitary model) as a front-end to an inferen e
ar hite ture where knowledge about sound produ tion was integrated with rules
governing tonal musi . More re ently, Marolt [45℄ used adaptive os illators and
neural networks to dete t notes at the output of the peripheral hearing model
des ribed above.

3.3

Extensions of the unitary pit h model

The pit h per eption model outlined above is not su ient as su h for a
multiple-F0 estimation. It suers from
des ribed methods

urate

ertain short omings, and the following

an be seen as attempts to alleviate these problems. Most

importantly, the model a

ounts only for a single simultaneous pit h. Several

pit hes in a mixture signal

annot be dete ted simply by pi king several lo al

maxima in the summary ACF. De Cheveigné and Kawahara [12℄ addressed this
problem by proposing a system where pit h estimation was followed by the
an ellation of the dete ted sound in order to reveal the other sounds in the
mixture.

The

an ellation was performed either by subband sele tion or by

performing within-band

an ellation ltering, and the estimation step was then

iteratively repeated for the residual signal.
Tolonen and Karjalainen [65℄ addressed the

omputational

omplexity of

the unitary model by rst prewhitening the input signal and then dividing it
into only two subbands, below and above 1 kHz.
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of ACF

al ulation in

is 10 ms ( orresponding to 100 Hz). The right panel shows

the power response of a

then

1

omb lter with a feedba k lag of 10 ms.

omputed for the lower- hannel signal and for the amplitude envelope

of the higher- hannel signal, and the two ACFs were summed.
drasti

redu tion in

important

omputation

hara teristi s of the model were preserved. Extension to multiple-

F0 estimation was a hieved by
by

Despite the

ompared to the original unitary model, many
an elling subharmoni s in the summary ACF,

lipping the summary ACF to positive values, time-s aling it to twi e its

length, and by subtra ting the result from the original
This

lipped summary ACF.

an ellation operation was repeated for s aling fa tors up to about ve.

From the resulting enhan ed summary auto orrelation fun tion, all F0s were
pi ked without iterative estimation and

an ellation. The method is relatively

easy to implement and produ es good results when the

omponent F0s are

learly below 1 kHz.
The generally weak robustness of the unitary model in polyphoni
addressed by Klapuri [39℄. He used a

musi

was

onventional peripheral hearing model (see

Se t. 3.1) but repla ed the ACF by a periodi ity analysis me hanism where a
bank of

omb lters was simulated in the frequen y domain.

trates the power response of a
omparison, the
(2).
a F0

omb lter for a time lag

orresponding weights

cos(2πτ k/K)

Figure 4 illus-

andidate

of the ACF

Giving less emphasis to the spe trum between the harmoni
andidate alleviates the interferen e of

multiple F0s was a hieved by

τ

and, for

al ulation in
partials of

on urrent sounds. Estimation of

an elling ea h dete ted sound from the mixture

and repeating the estimation for the residual, similarly to [12℄. Quite a

urate

multiple-F0 estimation was a hieved in the pit h range 602100 Hz.

4

Sound separation using sinusoidal modeling

Sound separation refers to the task of estimating the signal produ ed by an
individual sound sour e from a mixture.
separation are

Multiple F0 estimation and sound

losely related: an algorithm whi h a hieves sound separation

fa ilitates multiple F0 estimation, and vi e versa. Even when the F0s of musi al
tones have already been found, additional information obtained using sound
separation is useful for

lassifying the tones to sour es.
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For example, similar

F0s and spe tra in adja ent frames
notes with dierent F0s

an be

on atenated to form notes, and

an be grouped to obtain the whole passage of an

instrument.
An e ient initial de omposition for the sounds produ ed by musi al instruments is aorded by the sinusoids plus noise model, whi h represents the signal
as a sum of deterministi

and sto hasti

parts, or, as a sum of a set of sinusoids

plus a noise residual [58℄, [4℄. The model assumes that sinusoidal

omponents

are produ ed by vibrating systems whi h produ e harmoni ally related frequenies, i.e., that their frequen ies are integer multiples of one or more fundamental
frequen ies. The residual
anisms and other
deterministi

ontains the energy produ ed by the ex itation me h-

omponents whi h are not a result of periodi

part of the model, whi h is

vibration. The

alled the sinusoidal model, has been

used widely in audio signal pro essing, for example in spee h

oding by M Aulay

and Quatieri [47℄. In musi al signal pro essing it be ame known by the work of
Smith and Serra [61℄.
The usefulness of the sinusoidal model in sound sour e separation and automati

musi

trans ription stems from its physi al plausibility. Sin e all sinusoids

orrespond to the vibrating modes of the sour es in a mixture, it is plausible
to map the sinusoids into the individual sound sour es and to estimate higherlevel information su h as notes played by ea h sour e. Sound sour e separation
algorithms whi h apply the sinusoidal model

an be roughly divided into three

ategories: 1) methods whi h rst estimate sinusoids and then group them into
sound sour es, 2) methods whi h rst estimate F0s of the sour es and then
estimate sinusoids using partial frequen ies predi ted by the F0s, and 3) methods, whi h jointly estimate the number of sour es, their F0s, and parameters
of the sinusoids. The general signal model is dis ussed in Se tion 4.1, and the
three separation approa hes are dis ussed in Se tions 4.2, 4.3, and Se tion 5,
respe tively.

4.1

Signal model

The parameters of natural sound sour es are usually slowly-varying; therefore,
the signal is analyzed in short segments or frames. In general, the parameters
are assumed to be xed during ea h frame, although

ontinuous time-varying

parameters are used in some systems. The sinusoidal model for one frame of a
musi

signal

an be written as

x(n) =

J
X

aj cos(2πfj n + θj ) + e(n),

(6)

j=1

where the

J

time index,

sinusoids represent the harmoni

aj , fj

and

θj

sinusoid, respe tively, and
Basi

partials of all sour es,

e(n)

is the
th

j

is the residual.

algorithms for the estimation of sinusoids from musi

reviewed by Rodet

n

are the amplitude, frequen y, and phase of the

[57℄ and by Serra

signals have been

[58℄, and a theorethi al framework for

the parameter estimation is dis ussed by Kay

8

[35℄. Usually the estimation is

done in the frequen y domain. The frequen ies of sinusoids

an be estimated by

pi king the most prominent peaks from the magnitude spe trum. Many useful
pra ti al details for estimating the peaks are given in [3℄. Also, mat hing pursuit
algorithms have been used, whi h use a di tionary of time-domain elements to
de ompose the signal.

For harmoni

sounds, the use of harmoni

atoms [24℄

provides a de omposition whi h is a good basis for the analysis of musi

4.2

signals.

Grouping sinusoids to sour es

Psy hoa ousti ally motivated methods have been among the most widely used
in sound sour e separation.

s ene analysis

The

auditory

ognitive ability of humans to per eive and

re ognize individual sound sour es in mixture signals is

alled

alled

[5℄. Computational models of this fun tion typi ally onsist of two

main stages where an in oming signal is rst de omposed into its elementary
time-frequen y

omponents and these are then organized to their respe tive

sound sour es.
Bregman pointed out a number of measurable a ousti
the grouping of time-frequen y

omponents to a

 ues whi h promote

ommon sound sour e as per-

eived by human listeners [5℄. Among these are: proximity in time-frequen y,
harmoni

frequen y relationships, syn hronous

plitude of the
arrival).

In the

widely used

hanges in the frequen y or am-

omponents, and spatial proximity (i.e., the same dire tion of
omputational modeling of auditory s ene analysis, the most

ues are the proximity in time and harmoni

frequen y relation-

ships; usually the signals are analyzed in short frames, and they are assumed to
be harmoni

or

lose to harmoni .

Kashino and Tanaka [34℄ implemented a subset of Bregman's
purpose of sound sour e separation in musi

ues for the

signals. Using the sinusoidal model

as a de omposition, the authors viewed the sour e separation task as two grouping problems where sinusoids were rst

lustered to sound events whi h were

then grouped to parti ular sound sour es (instruments). Harmoni
and onset asyn hrony were used as the

mistuning

ues to initialize new sound events, and

sinusoids were then grouped to these. Grouping the sound events to their respe tive sour es was a hieved by using timbre models and an old-plus-new
heuristi .

The latter means that a

omplex sound is interpreted as a

om-

bination of old sounds as mu h as possible, and the remainder is per eived
as a new sound With this prin iple, automati
without prestored templates.

tone modeling was a hieved

Evaluation results were shown for polyphonies

up to three simultaneous sounds and for several dierent instruments.

In a

subsequent paper, the authors implemented the system in the framework of a
Bayesian probability network and integrated musi al knowledge to it [33℄.
The two-way mismat h pro edure proposed by Maher and Beau hamp implements grouping based on harmoni frequen y relationships [43℄. Their method
an be used to nd the most likely F0s of harmoni

sounds within one frame,

given the frequen y and amplitude estimates of prominent sinusoids. The fundamental frequen ies are hosen so that the mismat h error between the estimated
sinusoids and the partials predi ted from trial F0 values is minimized. The name

9

two-way mismat h stems from a pro edure in whi h ea h estimated sinusoid is
mat hed to the
to the

losest predi ted partial, and ea h predi ted partial is mat hed

losest estimated sinusoid, and the total mismat h is measured as the

average dis repan y in all the mat hes.
fun tion is explained in [43℄.

The exa t pro edure and mismat h

The method requires a sear h for possible F0s

within a designated range, and the number of sour es has to be set manually.
The algorithm is relatively straightforward to implement and has been used for
the separation of duet signals [44℄ and to analyze the melody line in a polyphoni
re ording [53℄.
Sterian [62℄ implemented per eptual grouping rules as a set of likelihood
fun tions, ea h of whi h evaluated the likelihood of the observed sinusoids given
a hypothesized grouping of the sinusoids to note
fun tions were dened to take into a

andidates. Distin t likelihood

ount onset and oset timing, harmoni ity,

low partial support, partial gap, and partial density (see the referen e for the
denitions of the latter
was used as a

on epts). The produ t of all the likelihood fun tions

riterion for optimal grouping.

Godsmark and Brown [21℄ applied an auditory model to estimate dominant
time-frequen y

omponents at dierent bands.

sour es by performing grouping a

These were mapped to sound

ording to onset and oset syn hrony, tem-

poral and frequen y proximity, harmoni ity, and

4.3

ommon frequen y movement.

Sound separation given the fundamental frequen ies

When the number of

on urrent sounds is high, the robustness of the grouping

methods presented in the previous se tion de reases mainly be ause overlapping
partials (partials whose frequen ies are very
resolve at the grouping stage.

lose or the same) are di ult to

Estimation of the partials

an be done more

robustly if some higher-level information is available, su h as the F0s of the
sour es, whi h

an usually be estimated more a

urately than individual sinu-

soids. This se tion deals with the estimation of sinusoids assuming that the F0s
are estimated in advan e using some other method.
Usually sinusoidal parameters are estimated by minimizing the re onstru tion error between the sinusoidal model and the observed signal.

Sin e the

sinusoidal model is nonlinear with respe t to frequen ies, in general, a global
solution for optimal parameters
F0s

annot be guaranteed.

However, estimated

an be used to generate rough predi tions of the partial frequen ies, and

iterative pro edures whi h alternately estimate amplitudes and phases while frequen ies are xed and then update the frequen ies, repeating until
is a hieved,

an be used.

onvergen e

Most authors have used the energy of the residual

to measure the re onstru tion error, whi h leads to least-squares estimation. A
general pro edure, using a nonlinear least-squares method has been des ribed
in [63℄.
For xed frequen ies, amplitudes and phases

an be estimated using the

standard least-squares approa h [36℄ whi h usually produ es good results, even
when the frequen ies of the partials are slightly dierent. However, when the
frequen ies of two or more partials are equal, the exa t amplitudes and phases
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of these partials
is very

annot be resolved based on spe tral peaks. This phenomenon

ommon in musi al signals, sin e F0s are often in harmoni

ships. However, an estimate of the amplitudes

relation-

an be obtained by interpolating

from adja ent frames or partials. The shape of a typi al instrument spe trum
is slowly-varying with respe t to time and frequen y, so that, in general, interpolation of amplitudes produ es tolerable results. The phases are per eptually
less important, so they

an be easily interpolated to produ e smooth transitions

between frames.
Quatieri and Danisewi z

[55℄ used adja ent frame interpolation for sepa-

ration of spee h voi es. The method is not as useful for musi al signals sin e
F0s are often in harmoni

relationship for relatively long durations. Maher [44℄

suggested using interpolation from adja ent partials. However, a problem arises
if several adja ent partials overlap.

The method proposed by Virtanen and

Klapuri [70℄ performs interpolation impli itly, sin e it for es smooth amplitude
spe tra of sour es by means of linear overtone series models.
Using the estimated amplitudes and phases, frequen ies

an be updated,

for example, by using an algorithm proposed by Depalle and Hélie
partial's frequen y

an be separately estimated, or frequen y ratios

[15℄. Ea h
an be xed,

so that only the fundamental frequen y is updated, as done by Quatieri and
Danisewi z [55℄ and by Virtanen and Klapuri [69℄.
If an F0 estimate fails, the signal

x(n)

must

ontain

omponents for whi h

no sinusoids have been assigned in the model given by Eq.

(6). The additional

omponents may ae t the estimate, sin e both the target and the interfering sounds are assumed to have a harmoni
harmoni

interferen e

spe tral stru ture.

The ee t of

an be de reased, for example, by post-pro essing the es-

timated parameters using a per eptually motivated spe tral smoothing method
proposed by Klapuri [38℄.

5

Statisti al inferen e within parametri

signal

models
By making

ertain assumptions about the

the multiple-F0 estimation problem
of a

hosen signal model.

omponent sounds in a musi

signal,

an be viewed as estimating the parameters

In this se tion, statisti al methods to this end are

dis ussed.

5.1

Frequen y-domain models

Let us rst

onsider a model for the short-term power spe trum of a signal. Here

it is useful to apply a logarithmi
ent units.
are 1200

One

ent is

1/100

frequen y s ale and to measure frequen y in

of a semitone in equal temperament and there

ents in an o tave. The relationship between

ents and frequen ies in

Hertz is given by

z = 1200 log2 (fHz /440) + 6900,
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(7)

Power

0.4
ai,1

ai,3

ai,2

0.2

0

6000

7200
7902
Frequency (cent)

Figure 5: Illustration of the parametri
in Eq. (8). Here

ωi

is 6000

ai,5

ai,4

ai,6

8400 8786 9102

model for spe tral energy distribution

ents (260 Hz).

where the referen e frequen y 440 Hz is xed to 6900
To enable statisti al modeling, the power spe trum

ents.

Ψ(z)

of a signal is

on-

sidered to be a distribution of small units of energy along the frequen y axis.
In terms of an underlying random variable
assign a unit of spe tral energy to
parametri

ζ,

a realization

ents-frequen y

z.

ζ=z

is thought to

Consider the following

model for the spe tral energy distribution proposed by Goto [22℄:

p(ζ = z|θ) =

I
X
i=1

αi

Ji
X

ai,j G(z; ωi + 1200 log2 (j), σ),

(8)

j=1

p(ζ = z|θ) represents the probability of observing energy at ents-frequen y
θ. The fun tion G(z; z0 , σ) is a Gaussian distribution with mean z0 and standard deviation σ . The above formula assumes a mixture of I harmoni sounds where ωi is the fundamental frequen y of sound i in
ents, αi is the gain of sound i, and ai,j are the powers of the partials j of sound i.
The shorthand notation θ represents all the parameters, θ = {ωi , αi , ai,j , I, Ji }.
where

z

given the model parameters

Figure 5 illustrates the above model.

Intuitively, ea h of the

sounds is modeled as a mixture of Gaussian distributions

omponent

entered at integer

multiples of F0. The varian e around ea h partial models spreading of spe tral
energy due to time-domain windowing, variations in the F0, and the inharmoni ity phenomenon mentioned in Se t. 2. A ni e feature of the model is that,
due to the logarithmi

frequen y s ale applied, the a tual varian e is larger for

the higher-order partials although

σ

is

ommon for all.

Goto [23℄ extended the above model by introdu ing one additional dimension, so that multiple adaptive tone models were estimated for ea h F0. In pra ti e, the weights be ame two-dimensional (αi,m ) and the adaptive tone models
three-dimensional (ai,m,j ), where

m

denotes the model index. This was done in

order to allow various kinds of harmoni

stru tures to appear at ea h F0 and

to enable the use of several alternative tone model priors (spe tral templates)
side-by-side.
The problem to be solved, then, is to infer the model parameters

θ

given an

observed short-time spe trum and possibly some prior information about the
parameter distributions. Goto derived a

omputationally feasible expe tation-

maximization (EM) algorithm whi h iteratively updates the tone models and
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their weights, leading to maximum a posteriori parameter estimates. He avoided
the expli it estimation of the F0 parameters in Eq. (8) by distributing a large
number of F0s uniformly on the log-frequen y s ale and by estimating only the
weights for ea h F0. The algorithm requires only a few iterations to

onverge

and is suitable for real-time implementation. Goto used the method to dete t
the melody and the bass lines in real-world CD re ordings. Temporal
of the estimates was

ontinuity

onsidered by framewise tra king of the F0 weights within

a multiple-agent ar hite ture. Although the overall method in [23℄ is quite
plex, the

om-

ore EM algorithm is straightforward to implement and parti ularly

suitable for dete ting one (predominant) F0 in polyphoni

signals.

Kameoka [32℄ applied the signal model (8) and performed maximum-likelihood
estimation of the F0s
EM algorithm.

ωi ,

weights

αi ,

ai,j

and tone model shapes

using another

In addition, he used an information theoreti al

estimate the number of

on urrent sounds

I.

estimation pro edure where F0 values were rst

riterion to

Kameoka proposed a two-stage
onstrained within a one-o tave

range and equal amplitudes were used for all harmoni s, then the true F0s were
found among the harmoni s and subharmoni s of ea h
tral shape of the sounds was estimated.
polyphoni

musi

andidate and the spe -

Promising results were reported for

trans ription and for pit h estimation of two simultaneous

speakers.

5.2

Time-domain models

In time-domain models, the main dieren e

ompared to frequen y-domain

models is that the phases of partials have to be taken into a

ount. Walmsley

[71℄ performed parameter estimation in a Bayesian framework using a reformulated sinusoidal model for the time-domain signal:

y(t) =

I
X
i=1

γi

Ji
X

[ai,j cos(jωi t) + bi,j sin(jωi t)] + e(t),

(9)

j=1

γi is a binary indi ator variable swit hing the sound i on or o, ωi is the F0
ai,j , bi,j together en ode the amplitude and phase of individual
partials. The term e(t) is a residual noise omponent. Similarly to Eq. (8), the

where

of sound i, and

above model assumes a mixture of harmoni

signals, but a signi ant dieren e

is that here the phases of the partials are also taken into a

ount and estimated.

Another novelty in Walmsley's method was that the parameters were estimated jointly a ross a number of adja ent frames to in rease robustness against
transient events.

A joint posterior distribution for all the parameters (given

an observed signal segment) was dened whi h took into a
error

e(t),

ount the modeling

prior distributions of the parameters, and the dependen ies of the

parameters on longer-term hyperparameters that modeled frequen y variation
over time. Optimal parameter estimates were produ ed by lo ating regions of
high probability in the joint posterior distribution. Whereas this method proved
intra table for analyti al optimization, Walmsley was able to use Markov

hain

Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods to generate samples from the posterior.
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A

transition kernel was proposed whi h

onsisted of heuristi

rules for the fast

exploration of the parameter spa e. For example, sounds were swit hed on and
o, F0 values were swit hed between their harmoni s and subharmoni s, and
the residual was analyzed to dete t additional notes.
Davy and Godsill [10℄ extended Walmsley's model to a

ommodate time-

varying amplitudes, non-ideal harmoni ity, and non-white residual noise. They
also improved the MCMC algorithm and re onsidered the prior stru ture. The
resulting system was reported to work robustly for polyphonies up to three
simultaneous sounds.
Another interesting time-domain model has been proposed by Cemgil [9℄
who pla ed emphasis on expli itly modeling the sound generation pro ess. He
modeled musi al sounds as a sum of harmoni ally related and damped noisy
sinusoids drawn from a sto hasti

pro ess. The damping fa tors were tied to a

global fa tor whi h was assumed to be trained in advan e. The sound generators
were

ontrolled by a

olle tion of binary indi ator variables

whi h represented the a tivity of dierent notes
we use a matrix
roll

[Γ]i,t = γi,t

i

γi,t ,

a piano roll,

as a fun tion of time

t.

Here

to denote the entire piano roll.

The trans ription problem was then viewed as the task of nding a pianoΓ∗ whi h maximizes the posterior probability p(Γ|y) given a time-domain

signal

y.

Sin e this optimization task was analyti ally intra table, Cemgil et al.

developed inferen e pro edures for

ertain spe ial

ases. Chords were identied

by a greedy algorithm whi h started from an initial

onguration and iteratively

added or removed single notes until the probability of the mixture

onverged.

Piano-roll inferen e was a hieved by analyzing the signal in short time windows
and by assuming that only one note may swit h on or o within a window.

6

Unsupervised learning te hniques

Re ently, information theoreti al methods su h as independent
ysis (ICA) have been su

omponent anal-

essfully used to solve blind sour e separation problems

in several appli ation areas [30℄. ICA is based on the assumption of statisti al independen e of sour es, and in

ertain

onditions it enables the blind estimation

of sour es from mixed observations. The term blind means that there is no prior
knowledge of the sour es. Basi

ICA

annot be dire tly used to separate one-

hannel time-domain signals, but this be omes possible with a suitable signal
representation, as des ribed in Se tion 6.1. In addition to ICA, other unsupervised learning algorithms su h as non-negative matrix fa torization (NMF) [41℄
and sparse

oding have been used in the analysis and separation of monaural

(single- hannel) musi

signals. Unlike ICA, NMF and sparse

oding do not aim

at statisti al independen e but just at representing the observed data e iently.
In the

ase of musi

signals, this usually results in the separation of sour es, at

least to some degree. The basi

prin iples of ICA, NMF, and sparse

des ribed in Se tions 6.2, 6.3, and 6.4, respe tively.
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oding are

6.1

Signal model for monaural signals

Basi

ICA and many other blind sour e separation algorithms require that the

number of sensors is greater than or equal to the number of sour es. In multi hannel sound separation this means that there should be at least as many
mi rophones as there are sour es. However, automati

musi

trans ription usu-

ally aims at nding notes in monaural or stereo signals, for whi h basi
methods may not be adequate. The most

ICA

ommon approa h to over ome this

limitation is to represent the input signal in the time-frequen y domain, for
example by using the short-time Fourier transform (STFT). Basi
models of ICA, NMF, and sparse

m,

the short-time spe trum ve tor

basis spe tra
term

em

it

bj .

generative

oding are linear: For ea h analysis frame

xm

an be expressed as a weighted sum of

The model is not ne essarily noise-free. Thus, with a residual

an be written as

xm =

J
X

gj,m bj + em ,

(10)

j=1

th
is the number of basis spe tra and gj,m is the gain of the j
basis
th
spe trum for the m
frame. For M frames the model an be written in a

where

J

matrix form as

X = BG + E,
(11)
£
¤
£
¤
where X = x1 , . . . xM is the spe trogram matrix, B = b1 , . . . , bJ is the
£
¤
basis matrix, [G]j,m is the gain matrix, and E = e1 , . . . , eM is the residual
matrix. Usually X is given as the input and B, G, and E are unknown. Ea h
bj orresponds to a short-time spe trum, whi h has a time-varying gain gj,m .
The term

omponent

is used to refer to one basis spe trum and its time-varying

gain. Ea h sound sour e is usually modeled as a sum of one or more
Multiple
sour e

omponents.

omponents per sour e are used sin e ea h pit h value of a harmoni

orresponds to a dierent spe trum. Also, even one note of an instrument

may not have a stationary spe trum over time, so that multiple

omponents

may be needed. However, the model is exible in the sense that it is suitable for
representing both harmoni

and per ussive sounds. A simple two-note example

is illustrated in Figure 6 where the

omponents were estimated using the non-

negative matrix fa torization algorithm des ribed in [60℄ and [41℄.
The phase spe tra of natural sound sour es are very unpredi table. Therefore, the phases are often dis arded and the estimation is done using the magnitude or power spe tra. Linear superposition of time-domain signals does not
imply linear superposition of the magnitude or power spe tra. However, a linear
superposition of in oherent time domain signals

an be approximated as a linear

superposition of short-time power spe tra.
In most systems, a dis rete Fourier transform of xed window size is used,
but, in general, estimation algorithms allow the use of any time-frequen y representation. For example, short-time signal pro essing has been used without
an expli it frequen y transform by Abdallah
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[1℄ and Jang and Lee [31℄.

It

Magnitude specgrogram of the mixture signal

Basis function 1 Basis function 2

10000
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2

2.5 Amplitude [dB]

Amplitude [dB]

Time−varying gain of component 1

Time−varying gain of component 2
Figure 6: A mixture signal
on at times
Both

t = 0.3

and

onsisting of two piano notes (B5 and A#4, setting

t = 1.2,

respe tively) and two separarated

omponents.

omponents have a xed spe trum with a time-varying gain.

turns out that their systems learned basis fun tions from time-domain musi
and spee h signals whi h were very similar to those used in wavelet and STFT
analysis.
There are several alternative
rameters, the basi
In many

riteria for the estimation of the unknown pa-

prin iples of whi h are dis ussed in the next three se tions.

ases the number of basis fun tions,

ponent analysis (PCA)

J,

is unknown, and prin iple

an be used to estimate it.

However, in the

om-

ase of

monaural sound sour e separation, the problem of estimating the number of
sour es

J

has not re eived mu h attention yet.

On e the short-time spe trum of the input signal is separated into
ponents, the

om-

omponents are further analyzed to obtain musi ally important

information. This in ludes, for example, the onset and oset times and F0s of
ea h

omponent. Ideally, a

omponent is a tive when its gain

gj,m

is non-zero,

but in pra ti e, a tivity dete tion has to be made using a threshold whi h is
larger than zero. There are some alternative possibilities for the estimation of
the F0. For example, prominant peaks
the two-way mismat h pro edure [43℄

an be lo ated from the spe trum and
an be used, or the fundamental period

an be estimated from an auto orrelation estimate.

Sometimes a

omponent

may represent more than one pit h. This happens espe ially when notes o
onsistently simultaneously, as in the

ase of
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hords.

ur

6.2

Independent subspa e analysis

In monaural sound sour e separation, the term independent subspa e analysis
(ISA) has been used to denote the ICA of the spe trogram of a time-domain
signal [8℄. In ISA, either the time-varying gains or the spe tra of the

ompo-

nents are assumed to be statisti ally independent.

riteria

There are several

and algorithms for obtaining the statisti al independen y, but they all have
a

ommon mathemati al ba kground [42℄.

The

riteria in lude, for example,

nongaussianity and negentropy, whi h are usually measured using high-order
umulants su h as kurtosis [30℄.

As a prepro essing for ICA, the observation

matrix is usually whitened and the dimensions are redu ed by PCA. The
of ICA is the estimation of an unmixing matrix. Independent

ore

omponents are

obtained by multiplying the whitened observation matrix by the estimate of the
unmixing matrix. There are several ICA algorithms, some of whi h are freely
available, for example FastICA [29℄ and JADE [7℄.
ISA has been used in several automati

musi

trans ription and sound sour e

separation systems, for example by Casey and Westner in general audio sour e
separation [8℄ and by FitzGerald in per ussion trans ription [18℄.

6.3

Non-negative matrix fa torization

If short-time power spe tra are used as observations, ea h
xed power spe trum with a time-varying gain.

omponent has a

It is reasonable to restri t

these to be entry-wise non-negative, so that the

omponents are purely additive

and the spe tra do not have negative values.

A problem with ISA is that

the standard ICA algorithms do not allow non-negativity restri tions, and in
pra ti e the algorithms produ e also negative values. This problem has been
addressed e.g. by Plumbley and Oja [54℄, whose non-negative PCA algorithm
solves the problem with some limitations.
Non-negative matrix fa torization (NMF) has been su

essfully used in un-

supervised learning with the non-negativity restri tions [41℄. When
the non-negativity of

B

and

G

alone seems to be a su ient

blind estimation of sour es in many

X ≈ BG,

ondition for the

ases. In the analysis of musi

signals NMF

has been used, for example, by Smaragdis and Brown [60℄.
Lee and Seung proposed two
obtaining

X ≈ BG

[41℄.

The

ost fun tions and estimation algorithms for

ost fun tions are the square of the Eu lidean

distan e, or, the Frobenius norm of the error between the observation matrix
and the model

BG,

X

given by

||X − BG||2F =

X

([X]k,m − [BG]k,m )2

(12)

X

d([X]k,m , [BG]k,m )

(13)

k,m

and divergen e

D,

dened as

D(X||BG) =

k,m
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where the fun tion

d

is given by

p
d(p, q) = p log( ) − p + q.
q

(14)

Both ost fun tions are lower-bounded by zero, whi h is obtained only when

BG.

The estimation algorithms presented in [41℄ initialize

B

and

G

X=

with ran-

dom values, and then update them iteratively, so that the value of the

ost

funtion is non-in reasing at ea h update.
Sin e the NMF aims only at representing the observed spe trogram with nonnegative

omponents, it does not guarantee the separation of sour es. Espe ially

when the sour es are always present simultaneously, the algorithm tends to
represent then with a single

omponent. However, it has turned out that the

fa torization of a magnitude spe trogram by minimizing the divergen e of Eq.
(13) produ es better separation results than ISA in most

6.4

Sparse

A te hnique

ases.

oding

alled sparse

stages of vision [51℄.

oding has been su

essfully used to model the early

The term sparse refers to a signal model in whi h the

data are represented in terms of a small number of a tive elements

hosen out

of a larger set. The sparseness restri tion is usually pla ed for the gains
in Eq. (11).

Sparseness of

G

[G]j,m
G

means that the probability of an element of

being zero is high, so that only a few

omponents are a tive at a time, and ea h

omponent is a tive only in a small number of frames. For musi al sour es this
is usually a valid assumption, sin e ea h

omponent typi ally

orresponds to a

single pit h value or to a per ussive sour e.
A sparse representation is obtained by minimizing a

ost fun tion whi h is

the sum of a re onstru tion error term and a term whi h in urs a penalty on
the non-zero elements of

G.

An example of su h a

c(B, G) = ||X −

BG||2F

+λ

X

ost fun tion

c

is given by

f ([G]j,m ).

(15)

j,m

The fun tion

f

is used to penalize non-zero entries of

is used to balan e the re onstru tion error
example, Olshausen and Field [51℄ used

f (x) = |x|.

f (x)

G

and the s alar

λ≥0

ost and the sparseness ost. For
= log(1 + x2 ), and Hoyer [28℄ used

This approa h requires that the s ale of either

B

or

G

is xed, for

example to unity varian e.
As in NMF, the parameters are usually solved using iterative algorithms.
Hoyer [28℄ proposed a non-negative sparse
and sparse

oding.

oding algorithm by

For musi al signal analysis, sparse

ombining NMF

oding has been used

for example by Abdallah and Plumbley [1, 2℄ to analyze pit hed sounds and by
Virtanen [67℄ to trans ribe drums from synthesized MIDI signals.
It is not

lear whether the expli it assumption of sparseness (λ

> 0)

re-

ally in reases the quality of the separation. However, with non-negativity and
sparseness

onstraints one has to use a proje ted gradient des ent optimization

algorithm whi h is ine ient

ompared to the multipli ative update rules used

in NMF.
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6.5

Dis ussion

Manual musi

trans ription requires a lot of prior knowledge and training. It is

not known whether automati

trans ription of musi

is possible without prior

information of the sour es, for example the knowledge that they are harmoni .
In some simple

ases it is possible to estimate the

information, but this may not always be the
information have been made.
sin e it is di ult to

omponents without prior

ase. Some attempts to utilize prior

Usually they are based on supervised learning

onstrain harmoni

basis fun tions in the model (10).

Vin ent and Rodet proposed a polyphoni

trans ription system based on ISA

and hidden Markov models whi h were trained using monophoni

material [66℄.

FitzGerald [18℄ used spe tral templates of instruments as an initialization of
his prior subspa e analysis based drum trans ription system. The time-varying
gains obtained for the

omponents were further pro essed using ICA. All these

systems use a limited instrument set. In general, all the possible instruments
annot be trained in advan e but some kind of model adaptation is needed.
The linear model (10) is not well suited for separating singing voi e signals,
sin e dierent phonemes have dierent spe tra. Also, other instruments with
a strongly varying spe tral shape are problemati .

Resear hers have tried to

over ome the limitations of the model by using a more

omplex model whi h

in ludes a two-dimensional time-frequen y basis fun tion for ea h
instead of a stati

spe trum.

omponent

Initial experiments with this kind of approa h

have been presented by Smaragdis [59℄ and Virtanen [68℄. The model

an also

be used to represent time-varying fundamental frequen ies [19℄.
The dynami

range of musi

signals is wide, and low-intensity observations

may be per eptually important. The power spe trum domain is problemati
the sense that it

auses separation algorithms to

in

on entrate on high-intensity

observations, thus failing to separate low-energy sour es.
dressed by Vin ent and Rodet [66℄ who used a spe i

This has been ad-

algorithm in the log-

power spe tral domain and by Virtanen [68℄ who used per eptually motivated
weights to mimi
Automati

human loudness per eption.

musi

trans ription and sound sour e separation using unsuper-

vised learning te hniques is
proposed methods is
most su

essful in

urrently an a tive resear h topi , and none of the

learly better than others.

The existing algorithms are

ases where instrument sets and polyphony are limited. For

example, FitzGerald [18℄ reported good results for an algorithm extended from
ISA, and Paulus and Virtanen [52℄ su
of drum patterns

7

essfully used NMF for the trans ription

onsisting of bass, snare and hi-hat drums.

Summary and

on lusions

As the pre eding se tions have shown, musi

trans ription

an be performed us-

ing very dierent kinds of methods and assumptions. The underlying assumptions made for unsupervised learning methods are

ompletely dierent than

those made for signal-model-based statisti al inferen e methods, yet both ap-
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proa hes an yield meaningful results. At the present time, none of the des ribed
main approa hes stands out as

learly the most promising. Instead, one of the

de isive fa tors determining the popularity of dierent methods is their

on ep-

tual simpli ity vs. performan e. A problem with many trans ription systems
is that they are very
main

omplex entities. However, there are methods in all the

ategories that are quite straightforward to implement and lead to good

analysis results. Among these are, for example, the auditorily-oriented method
of Tolonen and Karjalainen [65℄, the sinusoidal-modeling method of Maher and
Beau hamp [43℄, the expe tation-maximization algorithm of Goto [23℄ for dete ting the most predominant F0 in polyphoni

signals, and the non-negative

matrix fa torization algorithm of Smaragdis and Brown [60℄.
Resear h is being

arried out to

proa hes, and in many

ombine the advantages of dierent ap-

ases this has produ ed the most su

it should be remembered that this

essful results. Also,

hapter has fo used primarily on a ousti

sig-

nal analysis methods without addressing the use of musi ologi al information
or the larger-s ale stru ture of musi

signals.
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